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WHY HAVER &
BOECKER NIAGARA?
Haver & Boecker Niagara is a leading provider in screening, pelletizing and primary crushing
systems. The company’s mission is to deliver the best of these technologies to customers in the
aggregates, mining, minerals, chemical, cement and food industries. With deep roots and years of
experience in these industries, Haver & Boecker Niagara uses its innovative and shared technologies
to effectively meet the needs of customers around the world.
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Expertise

&

Reputation:

We

design

and

supply

innovative mineral processing systems to the largest
aggregates companies in the world.

Top three

Facts!
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Best Technology Features: We help our customers
determine which process is best for their material
requirements.
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Pratical Knowledge: More than 100 years of experience
in mineral processing guides our decisions.

Global Coverage, Local Presence
Designed by professional engineers, service staff and
technical experts around the world.

Higher Efficiency
Designed with the latest technology to improve
productivity

Profitability
Each product maximizes the availability of your
equipment and increases production.

Innovattion & Industry 4.0
Discover online quality control and ease-of-maintenance
for your products.

Sustainable Solutions
Complex mineral processing solutions meet the established
standards for sustainability and climate protection.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

OUR PRODUCTS

WE ARE YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER

THE BEST EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR AGGREGATES OPERATION

We know that every operation is different. That’s
why we strive to provide a unique experience that
addresses your challenges by offering customized
solutions to increase your productivity and profits.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS
BEST EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR MINING OPERATION

To define the most suitable equipment for each application,
Haver & Boecker Niagara makes a detailed analysis of the
process needs, such as material characteristics and installation
layout.

Haver & Boecker Niagara engineers and manufactures innovative
technologies to effectively meet the needs of our customers throughout
the world.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

AGGREGATES
CASE STUDY

GENERAL PROCESS
Effective general process flow of aggregates
Our advanced technology is engineered to handle the most difficult applications in the
aggregates industry. We understand the importance of machine reliability and design each
piece of equipment to thrive in extreme conditions.
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DIABAS CLASSIFYING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

T-Class 2100x5000 2D HT T-Class with conveying system ensures
the best results by processing of diabase
Processing Equipment for Dry Diabase Screening
Material: Diabase

Implementing the delivered classifying screens TClass 2100x5000 2D HT T-Class with conveying
system our customer was able to reach the
capacity of 600 tph. The vibrating effectively
handle even the largest diabase pieces with a size
of 200x500x500 and cut sizes 20-100 mm. The

Delivered Equipment: T-Class
2100x5000 2D HT T-Class,
conveyor belt & chute with
material padding
Screenmedia: perforated plate,
rubber

installation of the perforated plate rubber screen
media also provides full clearance from the top to
the bottom of the screen with minimal risk of
material blinding.

Cut sizes: 20-100 mm
Capacity: 600tph
Maximum piece size: 200x500x500

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

BASALT SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
The Niagara T-Class two-bearing vibrating screen ensures the
versatility by basalt processing
Dry Basalt Screening with concentric shaft
technology
There are no unsolvable tasks for our processing technology.
In this project, we supplied the Niagara T Class 180
2100x6000 1D for basalt processing. By using it in his
operation, our customer has the ability to screen the
material in cut sizes of 63 mm and achieve a capacity of 570
t/h. Even the largest pieces, measuring 90 x 90 x 90 mm, are
successfully processed thanks to the innovative Niagara T-

Material: Basalt
Delivered Equipment: T Class 180
2100x6000 1D; SnapGuard, Niagara
Lubricant

Class two-bearing vibrating screen, which offers a high
degree of versatility. The concentric shaft arrangement of

Screen Media: PU polyuerethan

the vibrating screen features a range of speed and stroke
combinations to handle a variety of loads and tonnages. By
including

the

in-house

manufactured

Niagara

Ty-Deck

Cut sizes: 63 mm
Capacity: 570 tph

polyethane panels, featuring opencast and permanent curing
after

hardening,

we

provided

our

customer

with

the

chemical properties required for wear resistance, further

Maximum piece sizes: 90 x 90 x 90
mm

strengthened by the use of the Niagara Snap-Guard®
system. Want to learn more? Contact us!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

BASALT SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
The eccentric driven N-Class DSS 1400 x 3500: the resource-saving
and profit-oriented solution for effectively basalt processing
Dry Basalt Screening with an awareness of our
environment
Efficiency enhancing support for our customers in their
processing endeavors – our mission. Our customer processes
basalt in Germany. As a building material basalt is as old as
mankind itself. What has changed over the millennia is the
technology of how basalt is mined and processed. As the
responsible handling of natural resources is the top priority

Material: Basalt
Delivered Equipment: N-Class DSS
1400 x 3500

for our customer, he was looking for an innovation: a
resource-saving and profit-oriented solution that have to

Capacity: 400 tph

replace his old technology. We offered him our eccentric
driven N-Class DSS 1400 x 3500 with reduced loads and
energy requirements. He trusted us and now he is able to

Maximum piece size: 950x950x700
mm

process up to 400 tph, successfully handle the largest basalt
pieces

measuring

950x950x700

mm,

and

increase

his

efficiency, capacity, and quality - all with an awareness of
our environment.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

BASALT SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Another Niagara project on the right track for success: NIAGARA F-CLASS S
1600x5000 1D vibrating screen with eccentric drive improves the performance
of basalt processing operator

Dry Screening of very abrasive basalt
Are you looking to improve your screening
efficiency? Our Niagara F-Class’s eccentric
screening technology recently helped one
customer improve its screening results. The
single deck F-Class 1 600x5000 1D vibrating
screen allows the producer to process more

Material: basalt
Delivered Equipment: NIAGARA FCLASS S 1600x5000 1D
Capacity: 400 tph
Cut sizes: 500 mm

than 400 tons per hour of abrasive basalts.
The unit is paired with perforated plate
screen media to easily screen materials up to
nearly

20

inches

(500

mm)

in

diameter.

Contact us now!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

RAILWAY BALLAST
SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Six eccentric drive Niagara F-Classes of the type D1930x5260_5000 support
customer to reach the capacity of his railway ballast operation up to 900 TPH
More efficiency in the processing of track and
railway ballast
We have collaborated on extensive projects with one of the
largest

manufacturers

in

the

world

to

improve

the

performance of railroad ballast processing. In this case, we

Material: railway ballast

successfully supplied six of our eccentric drive F-Classes of
the type D1930x5260_5000 for processing of rail ballast at
900 TPH with cut sizes 22 - 63 mm. The vibrating screens
are

equipped

with

the

innovative

Flex-Mat

screen

technology that allows to vibrate independently from hook
to hook for faster material stratification.. Covering of the
screen surface with the special Flex Mat screen media is the
best

solution

to

increase

plant

uptime,

Delivered Equipment: 6 x Eccentric
drive F-Classes D1930x5260_5000
Capacity: 900 tph
Cut sizes: 22 – 63 mm

screening

performance and productivity. Sounds interesting? Contact
us now to learn more!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

GRANITE SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Niagara N Class: The highest altitude machine in Europe for granite processing

The one-and-only eccentric drive technology
makes possible to screen up to 550 tons of granite
pro hour at an altitude of 2200 meters above sea
level
Picture this: You’re 7,218 feet (2,200 meters) above sea level
in the Alps. What are you doing there? Skiing perhaps? Not
a bad idea! Our team had other plans. We recently built the
highest altitude vibrating screen in Europe, nestled in a dam
construction site in the Tyrolean Alps. The N-Class S 1600 x
4600/3000 2D offers the producer a heavy-duty vibrating

Material: granite
Delivered Equipment: N-Class S
1600 x 4600/3000 2D
Capacity: 550 tph
Cut sizes: 32 mm

screen that stands up to even the harshest conditions. The
vibrating screen processes more than 600 TPH of granite at
1.25-inch (32 mm) cut sizes and is equipped with our
signature screen media as well as a lubrication system.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

BIG ROCKS PROCESSING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Using the innovative N-Class 2000 x 6000 1 D’s in his rock processing operation
our customer reached capacities of more than 2,150 tph with cut sizes up to
300 mm
Eccentric technology improves the screening of
big rocks
Can

eccentric

technology

improve

screening

capacity?

The

Niagara N-Class is proving it. The machine pictured is headed to
a mineral processing operation that screens a variety of large
materials, from granodiorite and porphyry to diorite and andesite.
Thanks to the F-Class 2000 x 6000 1 D’s innovative eccentric
design, it can reach capacities of more than 2,150 tph with cut

Material: big rocks
(granodiorite and porphyry to
diorite and andesite)

sizes up to 300 mm. The eccentric screening action optimizes the
machine for heavy-duty applications such as classifying and
scalping. The eccentric shaft forces the screen body to follow the

Delivered Equipment: : FClass 2000 x 6000 1 D

shaft movement. While it travels upward, the counterbalance
weights move in the opposite direction, creating an equal force to

Capacity: 2,150 tph

that generated by the screen body. These two opposing forces
cancel each other out while maintaining a consistent positive

Cut sizes: 300 mm

stroke that minimizes structural vibration and handles material
volume spikes without losing momentum. Additionally, the NClass transmits fewer vibrations to the structure, maximizing
component wear life.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

GREYWACKE PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Primary crushing plant with armourstone facility

Greywacke operator came to a positive result
Do you need a crushing plant up and running
quickly? We can help! We partnered with a
greywacke producer to design and commission an
innovative

crushing

plant

and

integrated

armourstone facility in just 12 months! From

Material: Greywacke
Delivered equipment: 2
eccentric heavy-duty screens of
the F-Class type, conveying
technology, dedusting, steel
and solid construction

conveying and dedusting technology to steel and
solid

construction,

the

high-capacity

plant

enables our customer to produce up to 750 tons
per hour with cut sizes of 150 mm on the first
stage and the 32 mm on the second. The crushing
plant is equipped with a Niagara push feeder as
well as two heavy-duty, Niagara F-Class eccentric
vibrating screens, to easily process materials up

Capacity: up to 750 t/h
largest pieces: 1,200 x 1,000 x
1,000 mm
first cut: 150 mm
second cut: 20 mm

to 1,200 mm in diameter.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

GRAVEL & SPLIT
PRIMARY CRUSHING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Fluid process of classifying fillers from fines with gravel and split
plant for medium-hard and hard rock
A modern, robust built of the installation allows
the processing of more than 200 t/h
In 2016 we developed this amazing gravel and split plant
for medium-hard and hard rock in Steinbruch Schelmberg.

Material: gravel and split

There we implemented three of our screening machines
type T-Class and two Niagara Feeders. They support our
customer to classify his pre-crushed material of the
secondary crushing stage by specific sizes, to re-crush
the coarse excess material to a minimum size and finally
to transport the classified material to the heap. A
modern, robust built of this installation allows the

Delivered equipment:3 x TClass and 2 x Niagara Feeders
Capacity: up to 200 t/h
Cut sizes: 90mm

processing of more than 200 t/h and crushes the feed
material up to 90 mm. The processed material satisfies
the needs of asphalt and concrete industry. Our customer
is impressed with the fluid process of classifying fillers
from fines and realizes that he is saving resources,
increasing his productivity, and reducing his costs due to
our innovative processing technology.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

DIABAS
PRIMARY CRUSHING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Primary crushing plant for diabase
Customer reaches 30% more screening capacity
with the same machine size
Quarry operation and environmental protection cannot go
hand in hand? Let's rethink this statement by taking a

Material:diabas

look at our great primary crushing plant for diabase. By
using

our

F-CLASS

eccentric

vibrating

screen

and

combining it with Niagara push feeder and jaw crusher,
our customer achieves a capacity of more than 500 t/h,

Delivered equipment:F-Class,
Niagara push feeder and jaw
crusher

i.e. 30% more screening capacity with the same machine
size. This yields a more efficient utilization of the
machine and the screening media. Our technology also

Capacity: up to 500 t/h

takes into account the extensive requirements for human
safety

and

directives,

the
dust

environment,
and

noise

such

as

emissions,

CE
and

machine
energy

efficiency. Still think quarry operations and environmental
protection don't belong together?

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

QUARTZITE
PRIMARY CRUSHING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
A complete primary crushing installation for quartzite processing
on the Saar
The space restrictions made it necessary to
specially tailor the plant to the conditions
To produce high-quality rock products, intensive and effective
scalping of the raw material upstream of the primary crusher is very
important. In Hartsteinwerke Johann Düro GmbH & Co. KG and
Gebr. Arweiler GmbH & Co. KG was a need for improvement to
increase the screening rate and quality. Besides the effective and
clogging-free scalping, the focus was on reducing the load on the
primary crusher with a heavy-duty, load-independent screening
system. The new primary crusher consists of the main components
feed bin, a push feeder, eccentric screen, jaw crusher, flip-flow
screen, steel engineering and various troughed belt conveyers. Some
components of the old primary crusher like, for example, bin and jaw
crusher were taken over for use in the new facility. The plant
engineering and complete assembly round off the complete package
for the installation of a modern plant.
The feed rate at the bin amounts to around 300 t/h at a max. edge
length of 1 100 mm for the raw material. The feed material is fed by
means of a Niagara push feeder onto a Niagara® double-deck
eccentric screen, type DSS 1400 x 4800/3500. The upper deck
reduces the load on the downstream jaw crusher by scalping at
around 100 mm. The lower deck of the scalper screens off
screenings and stony soil at around 32 mm. The scalped material is
then rescreened on an equally newly installed flip-flow screen at
around 5 mm, to improve the quality of the chippings. Alternatively,
the scalped material 0 – 32 mm can be stockpiled.

Material: Quartzite
Delivered equipment:Complete
primary crushing installation;
feed bin, Niagara push feeder,
Niagara® double-deck
eccentric screen, type DSS 1400
x 4800/3500, jaw crusher, flipflow screen, steel engineering
and various troughed belt
conveyers

Capacity: up to 300 t/h
Cut sizes: 0 – 32 mm

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

QUARZITE
PRIMARY CRUSHING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Big project for quarzite processing at Piesberg
Haver & Boecker Niagara: new operators came to
a positive result
The quarry Piesberg in Germany has an average annual
production of 1.5 million tons raw material. About 300
million years old carbon quartzite is processed to crushed
stone, gravel and riprap. The Piesberg deposit is of a very
high quality. The quartzite is well known for its hardness
and strength. Based on these facts the material is also
very abrasive and is a special challenge for a primary
crushing plant. Blasted material with edge length up to 2
meters reach the primary crushing plant by heavy trucks.

Material: Quarzite
Delivered equipment: primary
crushing plant (feeding bunker,
hydraulic reciprocating feeder,
Niagara scalper combined with
a 160 t heavy jaw crusher,
Niagara heavy-duty feeder
underneath the crusher)

This plant essentially consists of a feeding bunker, a
hydraulic

reciprocating

feeder,

a

Niagara

scalper

combined with a 160 t heavy jaw crusher (used from the
existing

plant)

and

a

Niagara

heavy-duty

feeder

underneath the crusher. The feeding capacity at the

Capacity: 1.5 million tons per
annum
Cut sizes: 500 – 800 mm

feeding bunker is up to 800 t/h. The material is crushed
to an edge length of approximately 500 up to 800 mm and
transported via three belt conveyors over a distance of
about 650 m for further refinement in the existing
processing plant.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

ANDESITE
PRIMARY CRUSHING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Innovative Primary Crushing Plant for Andesite Processing
The advanced Niagara processing technologies
ensures a consistently high quality level of
customer's products
Through advanced processing technologies, Haver &
Boecker Niagara ensures a consistently high quality level
of our customer's products, which are then later used as
sub-bases for road bodies, in asphalt mixes for road
construction, as aggregates in concrete or in gardening
and landscaping. Here we have designed, tuned and built
a complete primary crusher solution with steel structure,
vibrating screen NIAGARA F-Class DS 1600 x 6000

Material: KUSELITE/ ANDESITE
Delivered equipment: ·Complete
primary crushing installation;
vibrating screen NIAGARA
F-Class DS1600 x 6000 eccentric
screen, Steel construction,
conveyor

eccentric screen and conveyor system, which allows to
process

more

than

400

tons

of

the

material

Kuselit/Andesit per hour. The first cut is made at 65 mm,
and the second at 20 mm. The customer was looking for
high quality, imission and environmental protection, and
had a tight implementation schedule, we we kept in line
with. The successful implementation of the project was

Capacity: 400 tph
Cut sizes: Upper deck with
perforation width 65 mm; Lower
deck with perforation width 18 or
20 mm

achieved through many years of close cooperation with
the teams from Haver & Boecker Niagara and the
operator. It is the result of bundling the experience of the
specialists from both companies.
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LIMESTONE
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Full-galvanized L-Class for limestone processing
The double-shaft overhead drive system of the LClass with direct mounted motors provides
multiple speed and stroke combinations in a
compact design
This Niagara L-Class E 1800 x 5000 2D takes our
customer's limestone processing operation to the next
level!

By

implementing

our

cutting-edge

equipment into its operation, the producer is able to
process more than 70 tph as well as improve product
quality. This L-Class vibrating screen features in-house
manufactured
extended

Niagara

maintenance

exciters
intervals,

and

SnapGuard

reduced

Material: Limestone

screening

for

Delivered equipment: L-Class E
1800 x 5000 2D
Capacity: 70 tph

downtime,

lower operations costs and higher profit per ton. The fullgalvanized filling ensures maximum corrosion protection
and is ideal for wet screening. The L-Class vibrating
screen is an easy to maintain, linear machine with no
timing belts or gears that need replacing. Moreover, the
double-shaft overhead drive system, with direct mounted
motors, provides multiple speed and stroke combinations
in a compact design. Does the L-Class seem like the right
screening solution for your operation? Request it now!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Niagara T-Class 180 2100x6000 2D two-bearing vibrating screen for
dry lime screening
Haver & Boecker Niagara supported one of
Europe's most advanced stone manufacturing
plants to increase its capacity
With its innovative processing technology, Haver &
Boecker

Niagara

supported

one

of

Europe's

most

Material: Limestone

advanced stone manufacturing plants to increase its
capacity

in

order

to

deliver

products

of

any

size

and

finished
to

natural

guarantee

a

stone
quality

unmatched by any of its competitor in the industry.
Thanks to the Niagara T-Class 180 2100x6000 2D twobearing vibrating screen the lime producer achieves a
capacity of 220 t/h with cut sizes of 27.8 mm, 31.3mm,
37.8 mm & 52.3 mm. The robust body design of the screen

Delivered equipment: T-Class
180 2100x6000 2D
Capacity: 220 tph
Cut sizes: 27,8 mm, 31,3mm,
37,8 mm & 52,3mm

with non-welded side plates promotes machine longevity
and

reduces

costly

downtime.

Sounds

interesting?

Contact us to learn more

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Primary Crushing Plant for Limestone
Customer increased his capacity up to 600 tph by
installing Niagara Primary Crushing Plant in his
operation
As the market leader in eccentric technology, HAVER &
BOECKER

NIAGARA

provides

expertise

pre-crushing

systems as well as secondary and tertiary crushing. Here
we can see the fascinating primary crushing plant for
processing

of

customer’s

needs

focused

on

limestone.
we

Taking

developed

improvement

of

into

account

integrated

his

Material: Limestone

the

concept

production

and

profitability in all operating phases, all based on our

Delivered equipment: primary
crushing plant; Niagara FCLASS, Niagara push feeder,
Niagara T-CLASS and impact
crusher
Capacity: 600 tph

detailed tests, analyses and longtime experience. With
installing Niagara F-CLASS, Niagara push feeder, Niagara
T-CLASS

and

impact

crusher

in

his

operation,

our

customer increased the total capacity up to 600 t/h.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Full-galvanized L-Class for limestone processing
The double-shaft overhead drive system of the LClass with direct mounted motors provides
multiple speed and stroke combinations in a
compact design
What do you think of when you hear the word “lime?”
The little green fruit on the rim of a margarita glass?

Material: Limestone

That’s not the kind of lime we’re talking about. We’re
talking about the versatile mineral that is a fundamental
part of your everyday life — from your drive to work to
your cup of coffee, or even that report your boss emailed
you to print out while you were reading this.
Little did you know, our processing technology is a part
of your life each day by helping lime producers improve
lime quality and increase their efficiency. Here is a sneak

Delivered equipment: Train
loading station for lime
production
Capacity: 70 000 t/a
Cut sizes: 0-63 mm

peek at a train loading station for lime production we’re
working on. With our screening technology, the facility
reaches an annual capacity 70,000 tonnes per year with
material size of 0-63 millimeters. Impressed? Learn more
about our solutions for lime production

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Vibrating screen for limestone dry screening
Niagara T-Class S 2400x6000 2D improved the
overall screening performance of limestone
operator
Limestone

operators

have

to

handle

with

many

challenges like a clogging material, low capacity, higher
costs and inefficiency. Choosing this impressive Niagara
T-Class concentric inclined screen for his operation our
customer

improved

his

overall

performance.

The

concentric shaft assembly provides a range of speed and
stroke combinations to accommodate a variety of loads
and tonnages and the robust body design with non-

Material: Limestone
Delivered equipment: Niagara
T-Class S 2400x6000 2D,
SnapGuard, Niagara Lubricant
Capacity: 300 tph

welded side plates promotes machine longevity. The
innovative technology allows our customer to process

Cut sizes: 0-55 mm

more than 300 tph with cut sizes 0-55mm. Additionally,
the reinforcing plate, formed with 90-degree vertical
edges, creates side plate stiffness by tying the upper and
lower decks together to resist side plate deflection. Want
to learn more? Contact us now!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
CLASSIFYING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Efficiency increasing classifying of limestone
Investment costs rapidly recovered by installing
the Niagara T-Class MTR 2000 x 5000 concentric
inclined screen in customers limestone facility
We have refined our expertise in limestone handling
over many years, working directly with quarries
around

the

world

to

develop

industry-leading

solutions, built to withstand even the toughest
conditions. Using the Niagara T-Class MTR 2000 x
5000 concentric inclined screen in his limestone
processing operation our customer can reach the
capacity of 200 tph at cut sizes 14, 18 & 50 mm,

Material: Limestone
Delivered equipment: Niagara
T-Class MTR 2000 x 5000
Capacity: 200 tph
Cut sizes: 14, 18, 50 mm

while increasing his efficiency and reducing costs.
Do you also want to test the performance of Niagara
T Class in your limestone facility? Send us your
request now!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
DEWATERING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Getting the best out of your raw limestone
Niagara L-Class U 1400x3000 1D Dewa designed
to handle any limestone-processing task
efficiently and cost-effectively
Raw limestone’s characteristics can differ greatly from
region to region – our technologies are built to efficiently
and cost-effectively handle every variety, processing it to

Material: Limestone
Delivered equipment: Niagara
L-Class U 1400x3000 1D dewa

precisely the standard you need. This linear motion
Niagara L-Class U 1400x3000 1D dewa screen is versatile

Capacity: 65 tph

and easily maintains up to 65 tons of limestone per hour
at 65 mm cutting size. Its special double-shaft overhead

Cut sizes: 0-11 mm

drive system, with direct mounted motors, provides
multiple speed and stroke combinations in a compact
design and allows you to get the best out of your raw
limestone.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

LIMESTONE
DEWATERING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Limestone Dewatering with Niagara processing technology
Overcoming Limestone Processing Challenges
with Eccentric vibrating screen TR 1600 x 4500
Limestone is a versatile commodity used to create products
for agricultural, environmental and industrial purposes.
Despite its widespread use, limestone can be a material
that is difficult to process as it presents various challenges
such as its abrasive nature and its aptitude for clumping.

Material: Limestone
Delivered equipment:
NIAGARA vibrating screen in
eccentric drive shaft design
Type TR 1600 x 4500

The installation of the innovative NIAGARA vibrating
screen in an eccentric drive shaft design TR 1600 x 4500
supported
possible

our

customer

processing

to

successfully

challenges

and

to

overcome

all

increase

his

Capacity: 300 tph
Cut sizes: 35 mm

efficiency. Now he is able to process more than 300 tph
with cut sizes 35 mm. Sounds interesting? Contact us to
learn more!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

FLUORSPAR
PROCESSING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Underground processing plant for fluorspar
The space restrictions made it necessary to
specially tailor the plant to the conditions
Despite the limited space and the high requirements to be met by the
processing plant, a tailored plant was designed that fulfils the high
expectations of the operator to full satisfaction. The processing plant
roughly consists of two independent production lines, which were
installed in two parallel un derground caverns. In the first process
stage, the blasted raw material is removed from the feed bin by
means of reciprocating feeders and fed to a NIAGARA scalper. This
reduces the load to be processed in the downstream jaw crusher. The
material from the primary crusher is conveyed on a troughed belt
conveyor to a NIAGARA screen, which as well as screening off the
ultrafine material, splits the material into two sub-streams to feed an
X-ray sorting plant. This sorter separates the raw spar from the “dead
rock” on the basis of the atomic density. The raw spar obtained in
this way is crushed in a cone crusher to the necessary finished grain.
The crusher discharge is sent via a downstream NIAGARA screen to a
loading silo, there the raw spar is loaded onto road trucks. From
there, the material is conveyed to the processing plant above ground,
where it is ground and enriched in a flotation plant and then
separated into the main components baryte and fluorite. After drying,
two high-grade raw materials are produced, which are then sold.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

Material: Fluorspar
Delivered equipment:
Underground processing
plant; Niagara scalper,
Niagara screen, jaw
crusher, primary crusher,
belt conveyor, cone
crusher, loading silo. Xray sorting plant

RAW GYPSUM
PROCESSING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Primary Crushing Plant for Raw
Gypsum Processing
The Niagara primary crushing plant in
Novonukutzk, Russia, is able to increase your
efficiency even under harsh winter conditions
The Niagara primary crushing plant in Novonukutzk,
Russia, is able to increase your efficiency even under
harsh winter conditions. The innovative plant consists of
screening

machine

ot

the

type

F-Class

2D

1400x4600/3000, jaw crusher and apron conveyor. They

Material: Limestone
Delivered equipment:
NIAGARA vibrating screen in
eccentric drive shaft design
Type TR 1600 x 4500

are able to process more than 400 tonnes of raw gypsum
per hour and crushing feed material with size up to 300

Capacity: 300 tph

mm. Our customer was very impressed that he can check
over the smooth running operation of his plant at any

Cut sizes: 35 mm

time using our plant control systems and real-time data
management tools. With this project, Haver & Boecker
Niagara has proven its expertise and best performance in
designing primary crushing plants.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA
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HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA
Robert-Bosch-Straße 6, 48153 Münster, Germany
www.haverniagara.com / +49 251 9793 0
Social Media: Haver & Boecker Niagara
info@haverniagara.com

ROUND GRAVEL
WET SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Effectively dealing with specific challenges in the gravel screening
with Niagara L-Class
The customer avoids expensive downtime thanks
to the installation of the Niagara L-Class Double
Shaft 2D Type FL-MD 1500 x 5000 vibrating
screen in his gravel facility
Many

sand

and

gravel

processing

plant

operators

struggle with challenges such as lack of efficiency and
clogging

material.

They

need

quality

processing

equipment that promises versatility, durability and wear
protection. Wear protection in the sand and gravel

Material: Round gravel

industry is primarily about three sources of problems:
Abrasion, corrosion and caking. The Niagara L-Class
Double Shaft 2D Type FL-MD 1500 x 5000 has supported
our customer in effectively addressing all of these
challenges in his round gravel operation. Now he is able
to process more than 250 t/h with cut sizes ranging from
0-45 mm. We do not leave him alone with our products,

Delivered equipment: Niagara
L-Class Double shaft drive 2D
Typ FL-MD1500 x 5000
Capacity: 250 tph
Cut sizes: 0-45 mm

neither in the selection process nor in the ongoing
operation. After an on-site inspection, our team of
technical experts is able to support the customer and
avoid expensive downtime at any time. Would you also
like consultation from our processing experts? Contact us
now!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

SAND & GRAVEL
WET SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Elliptical Movement NIAGARA L-Class MD1800 x 6000 ensures
stratification in all phases of sand and gravel screening
The Niagara elliptical movement processing
technology ensures stratification in all phases of
sand and gravel screening
The heart of sand and gravel plants are processing
areas, where sand and gravel suppliers have to
handle with a lot of challenges like clogging
material, low capacity, higher costs and inefficiency.
The NIAGARA L-Class MD1800 x 6000 overcomes all
these challenges gracefully. Moreover, the L-Class
runs in an elliptical motion to ensure stratification in
all phases of screening and can easily handle

Material: Sand & Gravel
Delivered equipment: Elliptical
Movement NIAGARA L-Class
MD1800 x 6000
Capacity: 280 tph
Cut sizes: 0-200 mm

capacities up to 280 tons sand and gravel per hour
while minimizing water usage. Have a similar
screening application? We would like to hear it.
Contact us now!

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

GRAVEL
WET SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Bringing the gravel screening of the new
level with Niagara L-Class
Replacing of old vibrating screen with two
Niagara Double shaft flat screens L-Class ME
1500 x 7000
Where construction takes place, material with different
compositions need to be excavated. This customer's noncontaminated clean gravelly excavated material is processed in a
separate excavation washing plant in the factory, sorted according
to the different sizes and used as concrete gravel for the
production of concrete. The customer had an old screen, built in
1961, which needed constant repair work and was looking for
spare parts that could no longer be found. Therefore, the customer
decided to replace this old machine with a Niagara screen. The
company was unable to find any other manufacturer who could
build a horizontal screen in the same size as the old machine in
one piece. Therefore, the customer decided to buy two Haver &
Boecker Niagara screens.
The new screen is divided into two 5-ton elements, each 1.5 by 7
meters - the only one of its kind and size in the world. They are
driven by four motors. The new plant is used by the customer for
rough screening of 16/32, 32/45 and 45/90 gravel from washing
plant. The operation of the new screening plant is started by
pressing a button from the semi-automatic system of the plant
control. Do you also need new innovative solutions to replace your
old ineffective machines? Please contact us!

Material: Sand & Gravel
Delivered equipment: 2 x
Double shaft flat screens LClass ME 1500 x 7000

Capacity: 260 tph
Cut sizes: 16/32, 32/45 and
45/90 mm

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

GRAVEL
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
EFFICIENT PRIMARY SCREENING OF GRAVEL EVEN UNDER
DIFFICULT CONDITIONS
Cutting-edge primary screening system for
efficient gravel processing
You have to try the impossible to achieve the possible! We
are excited to share that we’ve developed an innovative
processing solution that helped one of Germany’s largest
sand and gravel producers overcome screening challenges
and improve material quality.
The high concentration of fine sand in Germany's northern
region

requires

of

high-efficiency

primary

screening

equipment to improve the material quality. In order to

Material: Gravel

economically process the gravel and effectively separate it
from the fine material, Haver & Boecker Niagara developed
an

innovative

processing

solution

to

overcome

these

challenges.
The cutting-edge primary screening system consists of two
Niagara T-Class double-deck vibrating screens arranged in
tandem — one behind the other. Using the Niagara T-Class
1800×4000, the output of the existing processing plant

Delivered equipment: Two
Niagara T-Classes 1800×4000
double-deck vibrating screens
arranged in tandem
Capacity: 350 tph
Cut sizes: 2-3 mm

increased by more than 100%, reaching the maximum feed
rate

of

350

TPH,

while

saving

energy

and

water.

Additionally, it can achieve cut sizes of 2-3mm.
The system was built in a short amount of time and has
made an important contribution to the operation’s efficiency
while helping the producer to save resources.

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

SAND
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Sifting Profit Out of Mountains of Sand
Portable Vibrating Screen Boosts Aggregates
Operation’s Productivity and Profits
One Canadian producer operates a unique quarry that it is far
deeper than most pits. The producer had been using two portable
vibrating screens, but the equipment wasn’t holding up to
conditions, causing decreased performance and productivity. Our
engineers custom-built a chassis around the 6- by 20-foot, threedeck Niagara F-Class, factoring in the desired tonnage and the
material that the operation processes to determine what the
machine’s stroke should be. Additionally, we equipped the
portable plant with a specially sized jaw crusher on the chassis.
The producer also asked that the bottom deck of the vibrating
screen be end-tensioned. In the company’s operation, the design
results in longer lasting screen media and 30 percent more
productivity than side-tensioned machines. The machine included
a hydraulic system to lift and position the vibrating screen at the
optimal angle. The F-Class utilizes a base frame that attaches to
the chassis. When the F-Class portable plant arrived at a quarry,
they found the single vibrating screen increased aggregates
production by about 25 percent, even as rain came and went. Have
a unique screening application? We would like to help! Contact us
today to learn more about the mineral processing solutions we
offer.

Material: Sand
Delivered equipment: F Class
1800x6000 3D

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

SAND
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Innovative sand screening equipment
makes it clear: Solving technological
problems is our passion
NIAGARA UM-Feeder 650 x 2315 C & NIAGARA
XL-Class MTR 1400 x 7500 C enables the best
quality of the end product and reducing
operational cost
Despite the ancient warning not to build on sand, almost
everything — houses, cities, roads, sewers and airports — is built
with sand. In addition, the demand for construction aggregates is
expected to continue growing, driven by population growth and
the need for housing and infrastructure. For suppliers, the
challenge is to stay ahead in a fiercely competitive market. Our
sand processing equipment can make the difference — by
ensuring the quality of the final product, by reducing operational
costs, and automatizing the process. Exactly that is what makes
our technology stand out. Implementing the new age NIAGARA
UM-Feeder 650 x 2315 C & NIAGARA XL-Class MTR 1400 x 7500 C
in his sand processing facility our customer is able to process
more than 60 tph at cut sizes 0-10 mm, by reaching the best
quality of the end product and reducing operational cost. See by
yourself - Solving technological problems is our passion. Request
you Niagara processing technology now!

Material: Sand
Delivered equipment:
NIAGARA UM-Feeder 650 x
2315 C & NIAGARA XL-Class
MTR 1400 x 7500 C
Capacity: 60 tph
Cut sizes: 0-10 mm

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

GRAVEL & SPLIT
DRY SCREENING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Gravel Eccentric Screening
Implementing the eccentric driven F Class into
his gravel operation Niagara customer increased
his efficiency by more than 60%
The world’s consumption of raw materials is set to nearly
double by 2060. As the global economy expands and living
standards rise, the pressure on the environment will double
from what we are seeing today. In this light, the
sustainable handling of raw materials is our highest
priority, and we are developing processing technology that
is reaching more outcome by using less material.
One customer implemented the eccentric-driven Niagara FClass E 1500 x 4000, into his gravel quarry. Now, he is able
to process more than 120 tones gravel per hour with cut
sizes of 30 mm and increase his efficiency by more than
60%. Interested in achieving these results? Contact us to
assist you!

Material: Gravel & Split
Delivered equipment:
Niagara F-Class E 1500 x 4000
Capacity: 120 tph
Cut sizes: 30 mm

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

RAW GRAVEL
CLASSIFYING
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Refining the systems for gravel
classifying
Thanks to NIAGARA XL-Class ME 3000 x 7000 &
NIAGARA L-CLASS UM 1200 x 3000 customer
process up to 900 tons of gravel per hour
Our vibrating screens can process the largest quantities of
materials and classify them to the highest levels of
accuracy - ensuring the quality of your products. We help
you reduce your costs by optimizing the process steps in
your gravel plant with innovative classifying technology.
Thanks to our NIAGARA XL-Class ME 3000 x 7000 &
NIAGARA L-CLASS UM 1200 x 3000, our customer can
process up to 900 tons of gravel per hour with cut sizes of
0-2 mm. With our innovative technology, he has refined the
process for his gravel classifying facility. We continue to
work with him and support him in all processes from
planning and construction of the plant to after-sales
service. Do you also need to upgrade your equipment?
Contact us now and tell us more about your plans.

Material: Raw Gravel
Delivered equipment:
NIAGARA XL-Class ME 3000 x
7000 & NIAGARA L-CLASS UM
1200 x 3000
Capacity: 900 tph
Cut sizes: 0-2 mm

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

SAND
PROCESSING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
Optimized Sand Screening with Niagara
Processing Plant
Niagara powerful vibrating screens, comprehensive
diagnostics and consistent support increased an annual
production of our customer of nearly 8 million tons
The Lafarge Presque Isle quarry, located adjacent to Lake Huron in
Michigan, is one of nearly 1,600 worldwide production sites under the
Lafarge umbrella. As a leading materials producer in the U.S., offering
everything from standard construction and asphalt stone to unique high
calcium limestone (HCL), the Presque Isle quarry relies on the heart of its
operation to ensure uptime remains high: a fleet of 14 Niagara F-Class
vibrating screens, which operate on a 24-hours-a-day, five-days-a-week
schedule. To say the equipment has been crucial to the company’s success is
certainly a strong statement — and one backed by solid numbers. In the last
decade, Presque Isle has become the largest producer in Lafarge North
America’s family, consistently averaging more than 2,400 tons per hour, and
an average annual production of nearly 8 million tons per year. Featuring
advanced, double eccentric shaft technology, the F-Class vibrating screen
produces a constant, positive stroke that handles material volume spikes
without losing momentum. As the eccentric shaft turns, the screen body is
forced to follow the shaft movement. While it travels upward, the
counterbalance weights move in the opposite direction and create an equal

Material: Sand
Delivered equipment:
·14 Niagara F-Class
vibrating screens;
comprehensive diagnostics
and consistent support
Capacity: 2400 tph

force to that generated by the body. As a result, the forces cancel each
other, allowing a dynamically balanced system that transmits virtually no
vibrations into the structure, and enables optimum production and reduced
CAPEX. Interested in seeing what a Niagara F-Class vibrating screen can do
for you?

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

SAND
PROCESSING PLANT
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Sand processing quarry improved its
performance thanks to Niagara T-Class
How a third-generation Canadian quarry keeps
their commitment to quality through changing
seasons
To keep up with the demand of sand and gravel products,
the quarry requires top-performing machinery. There are 11
vibrating screens, two crushers and dozens of loaders,
trucks and excavators on-site, all of which need to be
performing efficiently. There we installed our Niagara TClass concentric inclined screens. The T-Class machines are
highly efficient and durable, which is important to the
success of any screening business. This is especially true
for this particular operation, which runs year-round and
sees the effects that cold weather can have on material and
screening equipment. “The T-Class machines are on their
third season with us, and we haven’t had a single issue,”
Nilson Ostero said. “They allow us 20% more capacity than
our old screens, but more importantly they are stronger and
more reliable.” Do you also want to improve the
performance of your sand and gravel plant? Contact us
now!

Material: Sand
Delivered equipment:
T-Class 2000x4800

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

AGGREGATES
VIBRATING SCREENS
CASE STUDY
REFERENCE LIST

Tracking list Screening Technology of HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

Customer
Halbesweg

Type
T-CLASS 2100X5000 2D HT,
CONVEYOR BELT & CHUTE
WITH MATERIAL PADDING

Capacity tph Cut sizes

Material

up to 600

20-100 mm

Diabase

BAG Koschenberg

T CLASS 180 2100X6000
1D; SNAPGUARD,
NIAGARA LUBRICANT

up to 570

63 mm

Basalt

Herhof Basalt

N-CLASS DSS
1400 X 3500

up to 400

-

Basalt

MHI Naturstein

NIAGARA F-CLASS
S 1600X5000 1D

up to 400

500 mm

Abrasive
Basalt

P & T

F-CLASSES
D1930X5260_5000

up to 900

22 – 63 mm

Railway
ballast

TOWAG

N-CLASS S 1600
X 4600/3000 2D

up to 550

32 mm

Thysenkrupp

N-CLASS 2000 X
6000 1 D

up to 2 150

300

(granodiorite and
porphyry to diorite
and andesite)

Cemex

PRIMARY
CRUSHING
PLANT

up to 750

20; 150 mm

Greywacke

SBS Schlemberg

PLANT: 3 X T-CLASS
AND 2 X NIAGARA
FEEDERS

up to 200

90 mm

gravel
and split

Stockhausen

PLANT: F-CLASS,
NIAGARA PUSH FEEDER
AND JAW CRUSHER

Granite
Big Rocks

up to 500

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

-

Diabase

AGGREGATES
VIBRATING SCREENS
CASE STUDY
REFERENCE LIST

Tracking list Screening Technology of HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA
Customer
Gebr. Arweiler

Type
PRIMARY
CRUSHING PLANT

Capacity tph Cut sizes
up to 300

0 – 32 mm

Material
Quartzite

Piesberg

PRIMARY
CRUSHING PLANT

up to 200

500 - 800 mm

Quartzite

Juchem

PRIMARY
CRUSHING PLANT

up to 400

18; 20; 65 mm

Kuselite/
Andesite

L-CLASS E 1800
X 5000 2D

up to 70

-

Limestone

Frankenshotter

T-CLASS 180
2100X6000 2D

up to 220

27,8, 31,3,
37,8 &
52,3mm

Limestone

Mayer

PRIMARY
CRUSHING PLANT

up to 600

Schäffer Kalk

TRAIN LOADING
STATION FOR LIME
PRODUCTION

70 000 t/a

0-63 mm

Lime

TPI Polene

NIAGARA T-CLASS
S 2400X6000 2D

up to 300

0-55 mm

Limestone

NIAGARA T-CLASS
MTR 2000 X 5000

up to 200

14, 18, 50 mm

Limestone

Fassa SRL

Klavainiu Skalda LT

Lhoist

NIAGARA L-CLASS
U 1400X3000 1D
DEWA

-

Limestone

up to 65

0-11 mm

Limestone

Lhoist Jamerle

TR 1600 X 4500

up to 300

35 mm

Limestone

EFS

UNDERGROUND
PROCESSING
PLANT

-

-

Fluorspar

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

AGGREGATES
VIBRATING SCREENS
CASE STUDY
REFERENCE LIST

Tracking list Screening Technology of HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

Customer

Type

Capacity tph Cut sizes

Material

PRIMARY
CRUSHING PLANT

up to 400 tph

300 mm

Raw
Gypsum

NIAGARA L-CLASS
DOUBLE SHAFT DRIVE 2D
TYP FL-MD1500 X 5000

up to 250

0-45 mm

Round
gravel

ELLIPTICAL MOVEMENT
NIAGARA L-CLASS
MD1800 X 6000

up to 280

0-200 mm

Sand &
Gravel

Kibag

2 X DOUBLE SHAFT
FLAT SCREENS L-CLASS
ME 1500 X 7000

up to 260

16/32, 32/45
and 45/90 mm

Gravel

Klocksinn

2X NIAGARA TCLASSES 1800×4000 2D

2-3 mm

Gravel

Knauf

GKM Erdwolf

JPF ASE

up to 350

Pidherny

F CLASS
1800X6000 3D

-

-

Sand

Plaxit

UM-FEEDER 650 X 2315 C
& XL-CLASS MTR 1400 X
7500 C

up to 60

0-10 mm

Sand

NIAGARA F-CLASS
E 1500 X 4000

up to 120

30 mm

Vogel Bau

Sehring

LaFarge

Nils Ostero

NIAGARA XL-CLASS
ME3000X7000 & NIAGARA
L-CLASS UM1200X3000

D 2500X7000

T-CLASS
2000X4800

Gravel

up to 900

0-2 mm

Raw Gravel

up to 720

12,5 & 5

4

-

-

Sand

HAVER & BOECKER NIAGARA

PROCHECK
CASE STUDY

MAXIMIZE PROFIT,
PRODUCTIVITY & EFFICIENCY

Maximize Profit,
Productivity & Proficiency
We are not only machine builders,
we are problem solvers: In the sense
of the ProCheck circle we deliver
the whole process from the start to
the finish with the main aim: to add
value to our customers operations.
From the construction of the
machine to the after sales service
we support our customers with
innovative screening, pelletizing
and primary crushing plant
technologies from our own hand.
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